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	This volume serves as a hands-on, practical reference in nutrition support for the clinical gastroenterologist and for other clinicians with similar interests. The book offers expert nutritional knowledge and management ideas. It also provides methodology for combating problems such as short bowel syndrome, inflammatory bowel disease, celiac disease and obesity.
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Pro jQuery MobileApress, 2011


	jQuery Mobile is a new, simple to use, UI framework for building cross-platform Mobile

	Web applications. In a matter of minutes, you can create mobile applications (apps) that

	are optimized to run on nearly every phone, tablet, desktop, and e-reader device

	available today. That’s right, with a single jQuery Mobile codebase we...
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A Lighter Footprint: A Practical Guide to Minimising Your Impact on the PlanetScribe Publications, 2009

	
		
			I believe that global warming is the biggest issue facing humanity today – it represents a far greater threat than terrorism, fundamentalism, or nuclear war. I am not alone in this belief. Scientists and many policymakers agree that the global population must reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 60 per cent...
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100 Strangest MysteriesMetro Books, 2007
THE BEAST OF BODMIN: whether it is a native cat, previously thought extinct, or an escaped exotic pet, the Beast of Bodmin is a creature that refuses to disappear. Indeed, sightings of the panther-like creature continue apace and, unlike other mysterious beasts, modern technology is actually helping to prove its existence. Bodmin Moor is an area of...
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Bilingual Education and Minority Language Maintenance in China: The Role of Schools in Saving the Yi Language (Multilingual Education (31))Springer, 2019

	This book looks closely at Yi bilingual education practice in the southwest of China from an educationalist’s perspective and, in doing so, provides an insight toward our understanding of minority language maintenance and bilingual education implementation in China. The book provides an overview on the Yi people since 1949, their history,...
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Beginning Silverlight 2: From Novice to Professional (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
With the need for a richer user experience ever more in focus when creating web applications, Microsoft has released Silverlight, the new crossÐ²Ð‚“browser, crossÐ²Ð‚“platform plugÐ²Ð‚“in that allows developers to create rich interactive applications for the Web.

Silverlight poses exciting new opportunities...
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Routing, Flow, and Capacity Design in Communication and Computer NetworksMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Pioro and Medhis book is very refreshing and gives a comprehensive view of network design. It unifies many important topics on network design that are not found in one place; for example, this book provides the first thorough treatment of multi-layer design. Practitioners will find the book useful due to its development of both models and...
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